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The thrills of collecting. 
I never thought I would get 

Power Lords because it’s so 

rare, but I worked out a trade for 

it. I gave up an R8 and an R5 

2600 games that honestly didn’t 

get played very much, but in the 

end, I got someone’s spare copy 

of Power Lords. (Can you 

believe someone had a “spare” 

copy of Power Lords?) So now I 

can go about collecting, 

knowing that I have the rarest game of the bunch. Soon I shall have them 

all. Because you know what they say: Gotta have them all! The game 

itself is really on the hard side, but that’s mainly due to the fact that I 

don’t know what I’m doing. All the cart says is “Press 1. Fly space sled 

with joystick of right hand control. Press action button to fire lasers.” A 

lot of help that is. What I wanted to know was what was the deal with 

the snake? I didn’t have any of the action figures this game was based 

on. And a space sled instead of a space ship? This game is weird.  

 

Now playing 
We had to take a hiatus because frankly there 

wasn’t much going on in the scene. But 

things picked up. Rafael released a shooting 

game called Piggyback Planet. Revival 

Studios released Mage 2. And yours truly 

released Walls, the simplest game of the 

bunch in which you protect the center of the screen from evil balls. As 

you can see, the game got a makeover and also has Voice support.  

 



The making of super Giuseppe 
Last July, it was an idea I had. Make a “Super Mario Bros.” style game for the Odyssey2 because 

it didn’t have a game like that (a platformer). So I went to work on an idea I had called “Super 

Giuseppe Bros.” I later dropped the Bros. part of the title since it was only Giuseppe that was 

seen. 

 During the past year or so, I’ve learned several things that I have used in other games. 

(That’s why the walls in “Walls” are so thick.) I have expanded my idea while working on the 

game. When I completed level 2, I thought it would be a cool idea to have coins so you can gain 

extra lives. I got rid of the boxes. I put in a life and coin counter. I made a jumping sound. 

 A year later, I have almost completed “Super 

Giuseppe.” It is my first game that’s larger than 2k (at a 

whopping 8k!) Giuseppe walks around and jumps, swims, 

and flies his helicopter. I like to compare this game to the 

first Super Mario Land.  

This is the way Super Giuseppe looked when I was 

just starting out making it. I 

thought the characters, 

especially Giuseppe 

himself, were pretty small, so in the end, Giuseppe got bigger, 

and so did the flying ostrich in level 1. And there’s actually a 

ground with holes like in Super Mario Bros.! So anyway, this 

is the game I’m most proud of, since not only is it my biggest 

one, it’s the one I most enjoy playing with my C7050 cart.  
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HELPFUL LINKS. 

www.videopac.nl 

It’s a forum where 

people like you and me 

chat about the Odyssey 

2 or Videopac. 

 

http://www.the- 

nextlevel.com/ 

odyssey2/ 

Another great page 

with lots of info and a 

rarity guide. 


